THE WORLDWIDE
DIVING STANDARD

VIKING™ HOODS

VIKING™ NAUTIC NEOPRENE HOOD
A neoprene hood made from 6 mm double lined neoprene with
a 3 mm smoothskin face seal which forms a seal with a full face
mask. Seams are glued, stitched and taped inside. Available with
or without reflective Viking logo. A latex neck seal is mounted to
the suit underneath the hood.
Sizes:

VIKING™ Nautic neoprene hood.

VIKING™ SMOOTHSKIN NEOPRENE HOOD
A neoprene hood made from 6 mm smoothskin neoprene with
a 3 mm smoothskin face seal which forms a seal with a full face
mask. Seams are glued, stitched and taped inside. This hood is
easier to clean than a nylon hood, and is therefore more suited
to diving in light contaminants. A latex neck seal is mounted to
the suit underneath the hood.
Sizes:

VIKING™ Smoothskin neoprene hood.

Medium (Head size 57/58 cm)
Large (Head size 59/60 cm)

Small (Head size 55/56 cm)
Medium (Head size 57/58 cm)
Large (Head size 59/60 cm)
X-Large (Head size 61/61.5 cm)

VIKING™ SEMI DRY HOOD (NOT ATTACHED)
The Semi dry hood is manufactured from 6 mm neoprene double
lined material, with a 3 mm smoothskin face seal which creates a
nice seal with a full face mask. The hood is glued and stitched on
the outside, and has taped inside seams. Fitted with a reflective
Viking logo. This hood has a Velcro adjustable neck area for
comfort and ease of donning and doffing.
Sizes:

Small (Head size 55/56 cm)
Medium (Head size 57/58 cm)
Large (Head size 59/60 cm)

NOTE: Given the stretch nature of these hoods, all sizes are approximate and issued as a
guideline only.

VIKING™ Semi Dry hood.

VIKING™ HOODS
VIKING™ TURBO RUBBER HOOD
The Turbo rubber hood relies on a layer of insulating air to
provide protection to the head. The hood is fitted with an inner
latex hood which creates the face seal, and also seals directly
against the neck, therefore there is no latex neckseal attached
to the suit. The material is extremely puncture and abrasion
resistant, just like the suit material. Ideal for contaminated water
operations. The hood incorporates a Velcro adjustable strap at
the back of the hood in order to adjust the fit of the face seal.
MUST be used with a thermal hood liner.

VIKING Turbo rubber hood.
™

There are two versions of the Turbo hood:
• Standard for fitting to PRO, PROTECH and HD suits
• HDS version for attaching to HDS or HAZTECH suits.
Sizes:

VIKING™ Magnum rubber hood.

Medium (Head size 58/59 cm)
Large (Head size 60/61 cm)
X-Large (Head size 62/63 cm)

VIKING™ MAGNUM RUBBER HOOD
The Magnum rubber hood functions just like a normal hood
whereby it has a latex face seal, and a latex neck seal attached
directly to the suit. The hood MUST be used with a hood liner
for thermal insulation, and to protect the ears. The material
is extremely puncture and abrasion resistant, just like the suit
material. Magnum hoods are ideal for contaminated water
diving. The hood incorporates a Velcro adjustable strap at the
back of the hood in order to adjust the fit of the face seal.
There are 3 versions of the Magnum hood:
• Magnum Standard made from PRO material
• Magnum Flex made from the more stretchy PROTECH material
• Magnum HDS for fitting to HDS & HAZTECH suits
Sizes: Medium, Large, X-Large
Sizes:

VIKING™ Surveyor latex hood.

VIKING™ SURVEYOR LATEX HOOD
The Surveyor is a latex hood which is permanently attached to a
suit, and provides a basic level of protection against biological
and light contaminants which may be present in the water. A
latex neck seal is attached to the suit underneath the hood.
MUST be used in conjunction with a thermal liner to protect the
ears.
Sizes:
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Medium (Head size 58/59 cm)
Large (Head size 60/61 cm)
X-Large (Head size 62/63 cm)

Standard (Head size 57/60 cm)
Small (Head size 52/56 cm)

NOTE: Given the stretch nature of these hoods, all sizes are approximate and issued as a
guideline only.
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